Abstract. In wireless communication systems, frequency-hopping spread spectrum and direct sequence spread spectrum are two main spread coding technologies. Frequency-hopping sequence (FHS) plays an important role in frequency-hopping spread spectrum systems. In this paper, a new class of FHS based on Cyclotomy is constructed. New FHS has new parameters not covered in the literature, and is optimal according to the Lempel-Greenberger bound.
Introduction
Due to the anti-jamming and multiple access properties, frequency-hopping spread spectrum systems have become very popular in military radio communication, mobile communication modem radar and sonar echo location systems. In frequency-hopping multiple access systems, frequency-hopping sequences (FHSs) are allocated to each network or user. It will occur mutual interference when transmitters transmit on the same frequency snot at the same time. Essentially, mutual interference closely relates to the Hamming correlation properties of the FHSs. It is necessary to construct FHS with good Hamming correlation. Today, many optimal FHSs have been presented, most of which are derived from m-sequences [1] , code technology [2, 3] and GMW-sequences [4, 5] and so on. Cyclotomy [14] is a powerful tool of combinatorial designs and constructing binary random sequences [7, 8] . In this paper, a new class of optimal FHS based on Cyclotomy is constructed according to the Lempel-Greenberger bound [9] . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present some notations, definitions about FHS and Cyclotomy; propose a class of optimal FHS in section 3; the conclusions are provided in sections 4.
Preliminaries
Let F= {x 1 , x 2 … x q } be a frequency slot set with size q. For any two frequency slots x 1 ,x 2 F, let
, any positive integer τ with 0≤τ<N, the periodic Hamming correlation H(y,z;τ) of y and z at time delay τ is defined as follow:
where all operations among the position indices are performed modulo N.
For any given FHS y, the maximum periodic Hamming autocorrelation H a is defined as follow:
In 1974, Lempel and Greenberger [9] established the following lower bound on H a . Lemma 1: For every FHS of length N over a given frequency slot set F with size q, we have
where r is the least nonnegative residue of N modulo q.
Cyclotomic Class and Cyclotomic Number
In this section, we give a very brief introduction of Cyclotomy as we will employ it for the construction of FHS in the sequel. Let 
It's clearly that there are at most e 2 different cyclotomic numbers of order e, the formulas about sums of cyclotomic number stated in the following lemma will be needed in the sequel.
Lemma 2 ([10]): Diagonal Sum, let q=ef+1 be an odd prime or an odd prime power, then we have
Optimal Hopping Sequence Construction
In this section, we will use Cyclotomy techniques to construct optimal FHSs which are optimal according to the Lempel-Greenberger bound (1). Lemma 3: For any finite field F q ,the notations and definitions as before, let
 ,"+" is define as follows:
where the left b is the least nonnegative residue of b+a or a modulo q. we obtain 
Then we obtain 
ef  , S is optimal according to the Lempel and Greenberger bound (1) . When 
.
We obtain 
The above discussions have shown that for any 0< 1 q   , the maximum periodic Hamming correlation can be given by 2) Let e=15, f=2. We obtain the fifty sets. 
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Every C i adds 6, and then we have H SS  ={30,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1} .
Summary
In this paper, we proposed a new class of optimal frequency-hopping sequences based on cyclotomic techniques. It may be a matter of great consequence to find more optimal frequency-hopping sequences via cyclotomic techniques, which is not dealt with in this paper.
